BASEMENT WATER CONTROL
EXCLUSIVE DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITY
Hi, I’m George Massery, founder and CEO of GSM Business Systems, Inc.; the parent company of Superior
Basement Water Control & Remodeling. In 1987, I became involved in the basement water control industry.
After many adjustments, trial and error, experiments and other hurdles of starting a business of this kind, I’m
training and coaching people interested in expanding their current business or enter a new and profitable
industry.
Between 2004 and 2016, we dried up more basements (with 100% success) than any other company in
Cortland and Tompkins counties. Other companies (mostly franchises) entered the market, but couldn’t
compete with our lean business model and exclusive “no-digging-required” system.
Our model is an excellent source of additional revenue for established companies or even a “husband and
wife” partnership looking to expand their horizon….. You can keep your business to a smaller scale or expand
it to multiple installation teams. At its core, the training focuses on efficiency, integrity, and a true team effort
with all parties… the result is a lean, profitable, and solid organization.

Following our comprehensive training, you will be the exclusive dealer in a focused marketing area for the
exclusive, original, and patented Baseboard Water Control system.
Take advantage of the growing Basement Water Control industry!
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GSM BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
About George……
Beyond George’s experience in the home improvement and water control industries, he has mentored
entrepreneurs and coached corporate managers in creating more productive work environments and systems
in a variety of industries.

Since early 2000, George created a highly efficient business model that was the basis for Superior Basement
Water Control; this resulted in loyal clientele and strong repeat business.
During that period, George also…..
• Maximized material usage
• Streamlined installation methods
• Created networking and marketing systems
• Developed methods to reduce tools required
• Developed procedures to minimize defects and “call backs”
• Created forms and administrative procedures that increase productivity

GSM Business Systems, Inc. provides comprehensive training, support, and exclusive territories in the
basement water control industry. Additionally, the training focuses on developing high integrity, strong cash
flow, and client trust…the foundation of any company’s sustainability and competitive edge.
The following information provides an overview of the dealership opportunity . At its core, is a focus on
efficiency, integrity, and a true team effort with all parties… the result is a lean and profitable organization.
We welcome the opportunity to speak with you; please feel free to contact us by using the information at the
end of this overview.
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Superior

dba
Basement Water Control… Experts

Baseboard Water Control System
Certified Dealer Training Program
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SECURED TERRITORY AGREEMENT & CERTIFIED DEALER OVERVIEW
This is a HYBRID - NOT A FRANCHISE; YOU HAVE FULL CONTROL OF PROFIT STRUCTURE,
WARRANTIES, & OWNERSHIP OF THIS OPPORTUNITY. FOLLOWING THE TRAINING, WE ARE YOUR
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR AND SUPPORT SYSTEM
Purpose: Train a motivated and organized entity to become a “Certified Dealer” of a
patented, highly profitable, and cost competitive product. Certified Dealer will have an
exclusive, established marketing area, known as a“ Secured Territory”. An agreement is
provided the day training is completed; this is our commitment not to solicit or install the
system in your “territory”. Your investment is not to purchase a “territory”; it is for the
training, starter inventory, documents, basic/specific tools, and ongoing support that
we have found successful and/or useful
Marketing Area/Secured Territory: Within 1 (driving) hour of Dealer’s primary offices
Product: Approximately 50% of basements leak; this “system” solves over 90% of
basement water seepage issues. Due to its simplified installation, this Basement Water
Control (commonly referred to as “waterproofing”) system requires less labor and
tools, which results in significant savings for property owners and a competitive edge
for “Certified Dealer”
Certified Dealer Candidates Should:
• Be a reputable company or individual that regularly participates in the home
improvement or real estate industry
• Provide 3 local business references in the potential marketing area
• Be able to market through local/regional organizations, digital/electronic media,
existing clientele, print media, and similar methods
Investment (See next page for “What’s in the Box”):$19,000. $10,000 deposit; three $3,000
payments over six months, starting approximately 45 days after training is completed.
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Travel accommodations: Candidate(s) secure lodging; lunches and dinners are provided for
2 days (up to 3 people)
Training – (Hands-on and Class Room = 20 – 25 hours)
• Presenting solutions
• Developing basic inventory
• Industry specific materials
• Environmental management
• Causes and sources of seepage
• Identifying symptoms & indicators
• Performing assessments/diagnoses
• Industry specific nomenclature/terms
• Establishing YOUR cost and CLIENTS’ cost
• Designing and installing water control systems
• Developing the basement water control Tool Box
• “Hands-on” training at project site (if available) or at GSM facility
Documentation (Copyright releases)
• Lead Sources
• Written Warranty
• Marketing materials
• Installation agreements
• Post installation materials
• Cost and Project Outline forms
• “Hard” and digital copies of training manual
On-going Post Training Support: Phone, video conference, email
Starter Inventory: Typical profit from sales will pay for majority of initial investment
Industry specific tools ($200 if purchased): Baseboard Water Control system installation
accessories and tools. You may purchase additional items.
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The Following Pages are
Examples from the Step-by-Step
On-site Training and Manual
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Who We Are and What We DON’T Do
1. Who – First and foremost, you are a Service organization that specializes in Basement Water Control;
part of that service includes providing clients cost efficient methods of achieving the desired results. It
doesn’t matter if you are the first or the last company to meet with the client; what matters is that
you build trust through a thorough, honest, and easy to understand explanation of what the client
needs… And why they need it. You will never accomplish both, if you don’t ask questions and listen
to their concerns… Otherwise you’re selling and that’s not service – what we DON’T do.
2. Approach - No matter how many other “water proofers” Client has spoken with (or will speak with),
virtually everyone will encourage digging up the floor to install “their” system (we refer to them
as “diggers”); if the water is entering at the cove, it’s an unnecessary expense. If they don’t
understand that, you will NEVER gain their trust…… NO TRUST, NO SALE! What we DON’T do
3. Price –DON’T have price gimmicks that lure or “close” clients on the first visit. NEVER call them back
with a better price. Check your work, develop a system that solves the problem, and price it
appropriately…. Who We Are
4. Fine Print–NONEXISTENT. We do everything possible to have full disclosure, while keeping our
documents to one page, and legible fonts… TRUST – Who We Are
5. Up-Charges – If it benefits clients, we do it; if it doesn’t, we don’t – PERIOD. Expensive dehumidifiers,
air cleaners, etc. are unnecessary the majority of the time. If a client loses power often, then suggest
the emergency battery back-up system. Otherwise, they can purchase dehumidifiers and fans on their
own. Franchise “water proofers” are pressured into selling all the “extras” at huge markups. What We
DON’T Do.
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BWC Installation Process
An accurate estimation of the project is not possible without sufficient knowledge of “what it takes” to
complete it. Though each project is different, the majority of projects use the same materials and ALL use
the same installation methods. Installation Labor and Site Preparation are the primary variables: site
preparation, anticipated standing water, Sump Facility installation, wall condition, clutter, etc.
See corresponding photos on accompanying page (there is no #1)

Installation process –The following

steps (where applicable) are
“typically” the order in which a
project is completed (graphics are
on the following page with
corresponding numbers):
1. Review project with client
2. Install or modify sump
facility w/discharge
3. Create chase-ways and
modify stairs
4. Remove loose paint or similar
debris within 2’ of floor to
avoid contamination of
prepared installation surface
5. Drill weep holes in concrete
block wall and prepare cracks
6. Scarify
7. Layout BWC & bond to floor
8. Apply finish (front) adhesive
9. Test installation for leaks
10. Leave jobsite cleaner than you
found it!
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New sump facility. Water is drained to
sump system through ¾” PVC pipe just
below floor……

3
Openings are created in walls to connect
system between rooms

4

Loose paint is removed from walls. Holes are
drilled in concrete blocks to release water

5/6

7
Non-toxic, odorless adhesive bonds water
control system to floor

Water drains from holes & floor is prepared for
system installation

8

Adhesive is applied to exterior of system

7a
Sections are connected with waterproof
couplings

10

9

Cleaner than we found it!

…System is tested and water can also be
discharged to a floor drain

Emergency battery back-up pump is optional.
Dehumidifier drains directly to sump facility

4
.

Baseboard Water Control System
1. SuperSyphon Installation or Sump Pump Upgrade
2. Site Preparation: Create Chase-ways, Stair Modification, Floor/Wall
Preparation (Remove loose paint, scarify, drill weep holes)
3. Baseboard Layout
4. Baseboard Install - Bottom bead
5. Baseboard Install – Front/Finish bead
6. Baseboard Test (note leaks on diagram)
7. Clean-up (ALWAYS leave property cleaner than you found it)
8. Photos (2 of each wall)
9. Client Inspection & Approval
10.Client Payment
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Wet Before

Dry After

Small pipe installed below floor

System is installed behind stairs

Water Control System installed

Before

Same room during remodel
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